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Remembered by Moonlight
He's called the human highlight reel of professional wrestling. His high-flying
acrobatics have thrilled fans on every continent. He's been crowned champion of
the world's greatest wrestling promotions, from Mexico to the U.S. But he's never
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revealed the inside story of who he is. Until now. Wrestling fans know him as Rey
Mysterio, an American luchador of unparalleled talent, the ultimate proof that good
things come in small packages. Now for the first time, Rey adds the personal side
to the story: • How he had to fight to get a tryout in the ring • Who he was before
Rey Misterio Jr. -- and even before Colibri, usually noted as his first identity • What
it was like to wrestle in Mexico -- from the bullrings to the riots • How he fought
plans for his unmasking in WCW -- and why he wishes he hadn't succeeded • The
inside story of the 619, the West Coast Pop, and his other signature moves • The
impact of Eddie Guerrero on his career in WWE • The personal struggle that cost
him ring time in 2008 but ultimately made him a stronger man • His real passion in
life as husband and father In Rey Mysterio: Behind the Mask, Rey talks candidly
about his twenty-plus-year career, from the days of sneaking into bars as a
fourteen-year-old to his most recent showdowns in WWE. He speaks of the
emotional moments in the ring with his uncle Rey Misterio, and the dark days when
he went under the knife to repair his damaged knee. Along the way, Mysterio
introduces American audiences to the mysteries of lucha libre, the high-flying,
anything-goes Mexican wrestling style that he has done so much to popularize in
the U.S. He also talks about the debts he owes to wrestlers such as Konnan, known
as the Mexican Hulk Hogan, and dishes some behind-the-scenes dirt on the
collapse of WCW at the height of the Monday Night Wars. Mysterio talks tenderly -but realistically -- of his friend Eddie Guerrero, providing a well-rounded picture of
one of the most beloved wrestling figures of recent history. He also details his
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march toward the Heavyweight Championship, and his mastery of the WWE Triple
Crown -- a feat that placed him in an elite group for all time. Behind the Mask is the
intimate portrait of one of wrestling's all-time greats, a story wrestling fans of all
ages won't want to miss.

The Lorraine Campaign
The Cursed Ones, or vampires, have made their presence known to mankind. They
promised to help bring peace to the world but then declared war on humanity. The
identity of their leader is unknown. Most people are too afraid or unwillingly to take
a stand against them. Others, like eighteen-year-old Jenn Leitner, train secretly to
become vampire fighters and risk everything in the process. Alongside her is fellow
Hunter, Antonio de la Cruz. But Antonio has a secret - he is a vampire fighting on
the side of humanity. Jenn must battle with her hatred of all things vampire, and
her love for Antonio. For together only they can bring light into the darkness the
vampires have drawn over the face of the planet…

Prince of Honor
IN NANCY GIDEON’S SEDUCTIVE NEW NOVEL, A TOUGH-AS-NAILS NEW ORLEANS
COP MUST CHOOSE BETWEEN THE CAREER SHE’S DEDICATED TO AND THE
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DANGEROUS SHAPE-SHIFTING LOVER SHE CAN’T RESIST. SHE’S SLEEPING WITH
THE ENEMY. Mixing business with pleasure gets more complicated for Detective
Charlotte Caissie when her sexy preternatural lover, Max Savoie, is accused of a
high-profile murder. To prove him innocent she must distance herself, but her
tangled emotions don’t make it easy for her to stay away from him. And neither
does Max. HE’S DESPERATE TO UNCOVER HIS PAST. Left in charge of a criminal
empire and protector of a clan of shadowy shape-shifters, Max walks a precarious
line. Can he believe the cunning stranger who claims he can teach Max the things
he needs to know to stay alive? A con man who would betray anyone to make a
profit, who may be a ruthless killer? TOGETHER, THEY’RE TEMPTING FATE. The
harder Cee Cee fights to clear Max’s name, the more he pushes her away. He’s
protecting a dark truth that could blow the top off her investigation. And that
means hiding his motives and lying to a woman who values truth above all. The
woman who can save him . . . if he’ll let her.

The Secret of Red Gate Farm
More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin USA

The Sign of the Twisted Candles
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IN THIS DARK THRILLER FROM NANCY GIDEON’S SULTRY NEW SERIES, SEXY NEW
ORLEANS COP CHARLOTTE CAISSIE GOES HEAD-TO-HEAD WITH THE LAST NEMESIS
SHE EVER EXPECTED: HER SUPERNATURAL BOYFRIEND. THEIR LOVE IS JUST
BEGINNING. Detective Charlotte Caissie is growing used to the secrets that come
with loving the mysterious leader of a shape-shifter clan. But that doesn’t mean
she has to like it. She’s avoided complications of the heart all her life, but when it
comes to irresistible Max Savoie, she’ll force the truth out of him if she has to. HIS
TIME IS ALMOST UP. Hunted by the deadly trackers his nefarious father warned him
about, Max is transforming into a preternatural force he can’t explain and Cee Cee
will never understand. He’s tempting the dangerous limits of their love, but it’s her
curiosity that could get them both killed. WILL THEY EVER REALLY BE TOGETHER?
When Max discovers the enemy’s true target is someone far more vulnerable than
he, he must do the unthinkable to save his own flesh and blood. But he can’t fight
this battle alone, and Cee Cee faces the ultimate test of loyalty: the man she’d
sacrifice everything for . . . or the laws she swore her life to protect.

The Texarkana Moonlight Murders
Nancy Drew's keen mind is tested when she searches for a missing will.

No More Masks
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IN THIS STUNNING FIRST BOOK FROM NANCY GIDEON’S SIZZLING NEW SERIES, A
TENACIOUS COP AND HER SHAPE-SHIFTING ENEMY SACRIFICE EVERYTHING FOR
FORBIDDEN DESIRE. ALL SHE WANTS IS REVENGE. New Orleans homicide detective
Charlotte Caissie is dedicated to bringing down the crime boss responsible for her
father’s murder. Using Jimmy Legere’s mysterious and irresistible right-hand man
is a dangerous gamble, and not only due to his reputation as more monster than
man. Because her feelings for Max Savoie are . . . complicated. THEN HE RISKS HIS
LIFE TO SAVE HERS. Rescued from the swamps as a child, Max exists silently in
Legere’s shadow, heeding only his voice—until Charlotte Caissie awakens his
emotions and tests his loyalties. Stepping outside his cautious rules threatens
more than just his heart. He could expose his darkest secret. NOW THEY’RE BOTH
IN OVER THEIR HEADS. Testing boundaries they weren’t meant to cross means
facing the truth about who and what they are—and what they need from each
other. If Max is the murderer she seeks, Charlotte could be his next victim. She
can’t afford to trust any man. Good thing Max isn’t one.

Seeker of Shadows
Nancy and her friends establish headquarters in a seaside yacht club to investigate
strange happenings in a book store and the disappearance of a marble statue.
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Midnight Kiss
Princess Breena had been dreaming of her warrior lover when she was ripped from
her Elden castle and thrown into a strange, dangerous realm. Lost and alone, she
prayed for survival and vengeance for her stolen kingdom. She found both in a
woodland cottage…in a dark bear of a man. The golden-haired beauty had eaten
his food and slept in his bed when Osborn found her. Though he wanted to awaken
his virgin princess to carnal pleasures, Breena wanted more—including his warrior
skills. Skills the once-legendary mercenary had long buried. Now Osborn had a
choice—risk his life or deny his princess her fairy-tale ending.

The Anchor Book of Modern Arabic Fiction
This dazzling anthology features the work of seventy-nine outstanding writers from
all over the Arab-speaking world, from Morocco in the west to Iraq in the east,
Syria in the north to Sudan in the south. Edited by Denys Johnson-Davies, called by
Edward Said “the leading Arabic-to-English translator of our time,” this treasury of
Arab voices is diverse in styles and concerns, but united by a common language. It
spans the full history of modern Arabic literature, from its roots in western cultural
influence at the end of the nineteenth century to the present-day flowering of
Naguib Mahfouz’s literary sons and daughters. Among the Egyptian writers who
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laid the foundation for the Arabic literary renaissance are the great Tawfik alHakim; the short story pioneer Mahmoud Teymour; and Yusuf Idris, who embraced
Egypt’s vibrant spoken vernacular. An excerpt from the Sudanese writer Tayeb
Salih’s novel Season of Migration to the North, one of the Arab world’s finest,
appears alongside the Libyan writer Ibrahim al-Koni’s tales of the Tuaregs of North
Africa, the Iraqi writer Mohamed Khudayir’s masterly story “Clocks Like Horses,”
and the work of such women writers as Lebanon’s Hanan al-Shaykh and Morocco’s
Leila Abouzeid. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Tail of Emily Windsnap
He watches her from across the crowded dance club, a sensual black-haired
stranger who stirs Gabrielle Maxwell’s deepest fantasies. But nothing about this
night—or this man—is what it seems. For when Gabrielle witnesses a murder
outside the club, reality shifts into something dark and deadly. In that shattering
instant she is thrust into a realm she never knew existed—a realm where vampires
stalk the shadows and a blood war is set to ignite. Lucan Thorne despises the
violence carried out by his lawless brethren. A vampire himself, Lucan is a Breed
warrior, sworn to protect his kind—and the unwitting humans existing alongside
them—from the mounting threat of the Rogues. Lucan cannot risk binding himself
to a mortal woman, but when Gabrielle is targeted by his enemies, he has no
choice but to bring her into the dark underworld he commands. Here, in the arms
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of the Breed’s formidable leader, Gabrielle will confront an extraordinary destiny of
danger, seduction, and the darkest pleasures of all. . . .

The Hidden Staircase
Struggling to reclaim his clan's position in the Shapeshifter hierarchy, supernatural
detective Silas MacCreedy confronts a paid assassin from a rival tribe with whom
he unexpectedly falls in love. Original.

Hunter of Shadows
IN NANCY GIDEON’S SEDUCTIVE NEW NOVEL, A TOUGH-AS-NAILS NEW ORLEANS
COP MUST CHOOSE BETWEEN THE CAREER SHE’S DEDICATED TO AND THE
DANGEROUS SHAPE-SHIFTING LOVER SHE CAN’T RESIST. SHE’S SLEEPING WITH
THE ENEMY. Mixing business with pleasure gets more complicated for Detective
Charlotte Caissie when her sexy preternatural lover, Max Savoie, is accused of a
high-profile murder. To prove him innocent she must distance herself, but her
tangled emotions don’t make it easy for her to stay away from him. And neither
does Max. HE’S DESPERATE TO UNCOVER HIS PAST. Left in charge of a criminal
empire and protector of a clan of shadowy shape-shifters, Max walks a precarious
line. Can he believe the cunning stranger who claims he can teach Max the things
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he needs to know to stay alive? A con man who would betray anyone to make a
profit, who may be a ruthless killer? TOGETHER, THEY’RE TEMPTING FATE. The
harder Cee Cee fights to clear Max’s name, the more he pushes her away. He’s
protecting a dark truth that could blow the top off her investigation. And that
means hiding his motives and lying to a woman who values truth above all. The
woman who can save him . . . if he’ll let her.

Eve of the Emperor Penguin
Could the bargain they made to save their lives become their reality? Turow
Strong, silent man of integrity content to serve his new king as a prince in the
turbulent shape-shifter House of Terriot. A tracker and relentless hunter, he's used
to running trails alone until charged with returning a traitor to their mountain top
home to face the unforgiving judgment of their clan. On the run with the bad girl
he's loved forever, the choice between duty and desire has never been more
difficult or deadly. Could the bargain made to save their lives become reality?
Sylvia Manipulative schemer or victim caught between a mother's ambition and a
rogue prince's lust for power? Trust is almost as foreign as the idea of love, but to
save herself from certain death, she must risk both on the good man who deserves
them from someone worthy. Trapped by the only one who believes in her
goodness, will she betray him and run for her life or stay and destroy him with a
long hidden truth?
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PJ Masks Save Halloween!
POLICE DETECTIVE CHARLOTTE CAISSIE AND HER SHAPE-SHIFTING PARAMOUR
MAX SAVOIE THOUGHT THE PAST WAS BEHIND THEM. BUT IN NANCY GIDEON’S
IRRESISTIBLE NEW ROMANCE, THEY DISCOVER IT MAY NEVER LET THEM GO. . . .
THEY SWORE THEY’D BE TOGETHER FOREVER. Detective Charlotte Caissie is
suddenly sharing drawer space and making local news with her shape-shifter lover,
Max Savoie. He’s determined to be accepted by her peers—so how can she ask
him to return to his criminal roots to help her solve a complex case? BUT THOSE
THEY TRUST THE MOST . . . Working undercover with her partner to find the serial
killer who’s kidnapped a colleague’s daughter, Cee Cee is caught between her job
and her fiercely possessive lover. And when she calls on Max’s preternatural
talents to aid his hated enemy, she crosses a line that strains their relationship to
its limit. . . . WILL DO ANYTHING TO TEAR THEM APART. With his secret spreading,
Max is forced to protect his family and his clan. The only certainty is his love for his
human mate . . . unless the loyalties that define them divide them forever.

Masked by Moonlight
A special treat for Nancy Drew fans, and any reader who's new to the series! This is
a stunning new edition of an old favourite,The Secret of Red Gate Farm, the sixth
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book in the incredibly popular, long-running series. It's the same exciting mystery
that readers have fallen in love with for more than 80 years-Nancy and her friends
must unravel the secrets of a mysterious conspiracy and track down a ring of
counterfeiters. Now with a brand-new look, this is an edition that collectors won't
want to miss!

Chased by Moonlight
This ebook boxed set of bestselling Highlanders, Howlers, and Heros features
novels by Janet Chapman, Melissa Mayhue, and Nancy Gideon.

The Clue of the Velvet Mask
NANCY GIDEON CONTINUES HER COMPELLING, SENSUAL NEW SERIES WITH A
SEDUCTIVE TALE OF FORBIDDEN ALLEGIANCE AND REDISCOVERED LOVE. His town.
Susanna Duchamps came to New Orleans to settle a debt and to temporarily
escape the controlled constraints of her life among the Chosen. What she finds is
an opportunity to make miraculous strides with her research into Shifter genetics .
. . and an unexpected, but never forgotten, man from her complicated past. Her
rules. Shifter club owner Jacques LaRoche is fiercely protective of his freedom.
Stripped of his memories of a former life, he longs for the mate he lost . . . until the
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enticingly familiar presence of a mysterious stranger from the north ignites a
primal, nearly uncontrollable need to release the untamed beast inside him. Their
last chance. Susanna dares not tell Jacques it was she who sacrificed his past and
her future years ago, to protect him and the secret she carried. But her arrival in
New Orleans comes with consequences. When a bloody confrontation erupts
between their enemy clans, will she betray her lover once again—or throw her own
life on the line so they can finish what they started?

Kiss of Midnight
The fourth original eBook in the steamy Shadows paranormal romance series
features a woman forced to choose a mate, and a Shifter prince who may need to
give up everything to win her. Held hostage until she chooses a mate, Kendra
Terriot must play a careful courtship game when choosing among the dangerous
Shifter heirs. As a prince in the House of Terriot, Cale knows he can be the leader
his clan needs with Kendra at his side, but first he must learn to become the kind
of man she desires. In a treacherous race for the crown, where weakness means
death, the only way to win her trust could mean surrendering his throne. But the
only way to win her heart could mean letting her go…

Lord of Rage
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Ancient magic sends a modern woman on a passionate adventure to the thirteencentury Scottish Highlands in this enchanting time-travel romance by awardwinning author Melissa Mayhue. Scotland, 1272. Connor MacKiernan, a descendant
of the Fae Prince, is a warrior who lives only for honor and duty. Though he’s
vowed never to marry, that’s exactly what he must do to save his sister. Enter a
little Faerie magic, and the search for a bride is on. Denver, 2007. Caitlyn Coryell is
having a really bad day—she just discovered that her fiancé is cheating on her,
marrying her only for her family’s money and influence. Imagine her surprise when
she puts on an antique pendant and Connor suddenly appears in her bedroom,
begging for her help. He offers an outrageous adventure: travel to his time, marry
him for a short time, and return home. But nothing goes as planned. Cate’s
trapped in the thirteenth century, the wedding’s delayed, and someone’s trying to
kill her. And in the middle of all this, she realizes that she’s falling in love with a
man who can only be her husband for thirty nights. It will take more than the
magic of the Fae to help them now. It will require the most powerful magic of
all—the magic of true love.

Unthinkable
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Jack and Annie arrive on the
one continent they haven’t visited before: Antarctica! What can they hope to learn
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about happiness in such a barren place? Only the penguins know for sure…Jack
and Annie are about to find out! Formerly numbered as Magic Tree House #40, the
title of this book is now Magic Tree House Merlin Mission #12: Eve of the Emperor
Penguin. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic
Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just
beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures
Have more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com

Masked Prey
Nancy, as mediator in a generation-old feud, divulges an unknown birthright.

Bound By Moonlight
In 1946, years before the phrase “serial murder” was coined, a masked killer
terrorized the town of Texarkana on the Texas-Arkansas border. Striking five times
within a ten-week period, always at night, the prowler claimed six lives and left
three other victims wounded. Survivors told police that their assailant was a man,
but could supply little else. A local newspaper dubbed him the Phantom Killer, and
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it stuck. Other reporters called the faceless predator the “Moonlight Murderer,”
though the lunar cycle had nothing to do with the crimes. Texarkana’s phantom
was not America’s first serial slayer; he certainly was not the worst, either in body
count or sheer brutality. But he has left a crimson mark on history as one of those
who got away. Like the elusive Axeman of New Orleans, Cleveland’s Mad Butcher
of Kingsbury Run, and San Francisco’s Zodiac Killer, the Phantom Killer left a
haunting mystery behind. This is the definitive story of that mystery.

Prince of Shadows
Catboy, Owlette, and Gekko celebrate Halloween in this action-packed board book
based on PJ Masks, the hit preschool series airing on Disney Junior! The PJ Masks
have to protect all the kids from Luna Girl, Night Ninja, and the Wolfy Kids who
team up to steal everyone’s treat bags. It’s up to the PJ Masks to save the
day—and Halloween! PJ Masks © Frog Box / Entertainment One UK Limited / Walt
Disney EMEA Productions Limited 2014

Moonlight Warrior
A female of Tempest Swift's brains and beauty should be fending off suitors, not
hiding in the shadows boldly robbing coaches. Cut from a longed for inheritance
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due to hell-bent living, a foiled robbery provides Connor Amberson with an daring
solution, passing off a ragamuffin thief as his long-lost cousin to win back his
grandfather's favor.

Midnight Crusader
"Complex characters, vivid writing and intriguing plot twists keep readers coming
back to Gideon's magical NOLA." -Publishers Weekly He feared no man, no foe, no
obstacle or challenge . . . Burdened by the weight of his secrets and his father's
sins, the need for redemption pulls Cale Terriot from his duty to his clan and the
arms of his new mate into deadly intrigues in a rival territory. His dangerous
masquerade in a high-stakes Shifter fight club is about to be exposed to those who
would show no mercy - if he can survive in the ring. How to protect a prince turned
king made pawn? Fearing she'll lose her soulmate to the darkness he carries
inside, Kendra Terriot, newly made queen in the Shape-shifter House of Terriot,
must provide him with an heir in order to save his life . . . and his soul. But first she
must risk all to coax him back from the edge of violence inherited with his crown.
Can her love tear him from an unbreakable vow that can only end in death? "Every
delicious word Nancy Gideon puts on the page exhilarates with a sensuous
ferocity. Hopelessly addicted." -Darynda Jones, NY Times Bestselling Author
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Chased by Moonlight
Cats are amazing and unique animals, but what if they become divine
messengers? 1+1=2, but what if you start to realise that 1+1=11 is also a correct
answer? You sometimes hear about miracles, but what if you experience one in
plain sight? Imagine that your life starts to look like a dark and endless tunnel with
no escape But what if it is simply you that holds the key towards the exit? ‘From
Midnight to Moonlight' answers all these questions and many more, but its main
purpose is to help you raise your awareness in order to change your life. This book
is based on a true cat story — and it is also mine! All proceeds go to the WWF.

Captured by Moonlight
Lucas Davenport investigates a vitriolic blog that seems to be targeting the
children of U.S. politicians in the latest thriller by #1 New York Times-bestselling
author John Sandford. The daughter of a U.S. Senator is monitoring her social
media presence when she finds a picture of herself on a strange blog. And there
are other pictures . . . of the children of other influential Washington politicians,
walking or standing outside their schools, each identified by name. Surrounding
the photos are texts of vicious political rants from a motley variety of radical
groups. It's obviously alarming--is there an unstable extremist tracking the loved
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ones of powerful politicians with deadly intent? But when the FBI is called in, there
isn't much the feds can do. The anonymous photographer can't be pinned down to
one location or IP address, and more importantly, at least to the paper-processing
bureaucrats, no crime has actually been committed. With nowhere else to turn,
influential Senators decide to call in someone who can operate outside the FBI's
constraints: Lucas Davenport.

Sweet Tempest
Nancy Drew joins the circus in order to investigate the mystery surrounding a gold
charm bracelet and a young orphaned aerialist.

The Whispering Statue
A good man drowning in bad deeds. A bad girl denying a good heart. Reluctant
hero Giles St. Clair doesn't need a problem like Brigit MacCreedy. Fleeing the
retribution of her dead lover's clan, Brigit is willing to do whatever it takes to
protect her family…except trust the human who puts himself between her and her
powerful enemies in a battle he can't win. While balancing a criminal empire and a
shapeshifter clan war, Giles St. Clair is charged with protecting Brigit MacCreedy.
How much trouble can the head-strong and manipulative Shifter beauty get into in
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two weeks? Plenty, when her schemes range from kidnapping to fleeing the
retribution of her dead lover’s clan. With her family’s lives on the line, Brigit is
willing to do whatever it takes to save them. The only thing standing in her way is
an immovable stone wall of a man she can’t bully or beguile…a human, no less,
who has promised to protect her from the secrets and dangers she conceals.
Risking her own safety gets complicated when an honorable and annoyingly
desirable man puts himself between her and her powerful enemies in a battle he
can’t win, in this “Taming of the Shrew meets Shifter Goodfellas on the Bayou” tale
of consequences, redemption, and finding love in all the wrong places.

The Secret of the Old Clock
NANCY GIDEON RETURNS TO HER STEAMY NEW ORLEANS PRETERNATURAL
WORLD WITH AN IRRESISTIBLE NEW SHAPE-SHIFTER ROMANCE. The secrets he
knows about her could get him killed. Transferring to the New Orleans Police
Department, Detective Silas MacCreedy has a hidden agenda: to secure his clan’s
place once again in the Shifter hierarchy. What he didn’t count on was stumbling
upon a sexy assassin who could shred his best intentions and lead him into a
dangerous dance that threatens to engage his heart. But the ones he doesn’t know
. . . Monica Fraser knows just how to make a man beg—for his life. But she has no
clue how to fight her attraction to the fiercely intense detective who seems
determined to get in her way, both professionally and intimately. . . . could kill
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them both. When emotional attachments to the past and an unexpected glimpse of
a different future have her questioning her deadly purpose, Nica must discover the
truth about her secret abilities in order to free herself from the forces that control
her. But that freedom comes with a price—trusting those she’s been ordered to
eliminate.

Betrayed by Shadows
When floods threaten her town, Nancy and her friends help save the day! In #23
Troubled Waters, floods in the low-lying towns downriver from River Heights
destroy many homes and business, and River Heights is mobilizing to contribute to
relief efforts. Nancy, Bess, and George all sign on as volunteers for Helping Homes,
a nonprofit that builds homes for people in need. But trouble starts when work on
the new apartments is sabotaged including ruined plumbing equipment and holes
smashed in newly installed drywall. Nancy wonders why anyone would hinder such
a worthy project, and she immediately offers to try to find and stop the culprit.

Rey Mysterio
This much anticipated sequel to the New York Times Bestseller Impossible – a
fantasy full of suspense, mystery, and romance – will appeal to fans of Beautiful
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Creatures, Raven Boys, and Wicked Lovely. Fenella was the first Scarborough girl
to be cursed, hundreds of years ago, and she has been trapped in the faerie realm
ever since, forced to watch generations of daughters try to break this same faerie
curse that has enslaved them all. But now Fenella’s descendant, Lucy, has
accomplished the impossible and broken the curse, so why is Fenella still trapped
in Faerie? In her desperation, Fenella makes a deal with the faerie queen: If she
can accomplish three acts of destruction, she will be free, at last, to die. What she
doesn't realize is that these acts must be aimed at her own family – and if she fails,
the consequences will be dire, for all of the Scarborough girls. How can she
possibly choose to hurt her own cherished family – not to mention the new man
whom she’s surprised to find herself falling in love with? But if she doesn’t go
through with the tasks, how will she manage to save her dear ones?

Thirty Nights with a Highland Husband
This account focuses on the tactical operations of the Third Army and its
subordinate units between 1 September and 18 December 1944.

Unleashed by Shadows
" . . . another enthralling and soul-stirring vampire romance."--BookReview.com A
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love without end . . . Having given up his mortal life to search for his lost love
through the centuries, vampire Gabriel McGraw begins his final crusade to free her
from an enemy's grip against the glittery backdrop of Las Vegas. But is she the
same woman he loved and lost or an equally dangerous foe who could betray all
that he believes in? Naomi Bright's memories go back no farther than her arrival in
Sin City. Does her hidden past conceal madness or a truth too terrible to be
believed? Compulsion draws her toward a medieval fantasy world, and obsession
to a man she instinctively knows but can't remember. Will finding the answers
release her from her prison of fear? Or will it ensure that she loses everything - her
life, her love . . . her soul? Nancy Gideon is the award-winning author of over 55
novels ranging from historical and contemporary suspense to paranormal,
including her "Touched by Midnight" vampire romance series, with a couple of
horror screenplays thrown into the mix. When not at the keyboard or working full
time as a legal assistant, she can be found feeding her addictions for Netflix and all
things fur, feather, and fin in Southwestern Michigan. For more on Nancy visit
nancygideon.com and nancygideon.blogspot.com.

From Midnight to Moonlight
Eve Anderson is darned tired of Kenzie Gregor meddling in her business. She might
be struggling to keep herself and her ailing mother financially afloat, but she's no
princess in need of a strong, capable knight in a black SUV to rescue her -- even if
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he is easy on the eyes. Besides, there's something very odd about himand she's
sure the strange events occurring in their small coastal Maine town are linked to
his recent arrival. Once an immortal warrior cursed to live as a panther, Kenzie is
finally free to live and die as a man, and his destiny is to help other displaced
souls. Of course, if he can get tiny, blue-eyed, curly blond Eve out of the deal,
welllife doesn't get any better. But she's as stubborn and fierce as a lioness, and in
order to win her love, he must tempt her with forbidden desires.

Bestselling Highlanders, Howlers, and Heroes: Chapman,
Mayhue, and Gideon
Because the road to . . . Clever, cool and preternaturally lethal, Max Savoie is
leader of a secretive shape-shifter clan, heir to a mobster's legacy, and the love of
New Orleans' top cop . . . but he can't remember any of them. The only way to
recover his past, and his rightful place in the arms of the woman who risked all to
save him, is to surrender to a mysterious visitor who could use him as a weapon
against all he'd loved. Happily-Ever-After . . . After rescuing her mate from his
ruthless captors in the North, hard-hitting Detective Charlotte Caissie is now
painfully vulnerable—a stranger in his eyes . . . and in his bed. The key to his
memories is locked in a tortuous past. To reclaim the strength of their passionate
bond, Max must learn to trust her enough to face that darkness at her side before
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the threat it hides exposes the secret Cee Cee carries. Is never smooth. When an
investigation into grisly deaths in an underground Shifter fight club points to more
than just dangerous clan rivalries, Cee Cee enlists Max's help to find a traitor in
their midst while there's still time to turn a deadly invading tide. But the cost of
saving their treasured future may mean sacrificing his past. Especially when the
enemy they pursue . . . might be Max, himself. “Every delicious word Nancy Gideon
puts on the page exhilarates with a sensuous ferocity. Hopelessly addicted.” —
Darynda Jones, NY Times Bestselling Author

Hunter of Shadows
A young girl learns she’s half mermaid and plunges into a scheme to reunite with
her father in this entrancing, satisfying tale that beckons readers far below the
waves. For as long as she can remember, twelve-year-old Emily Windsnap has
lived on a boat. And, oddly enough, for just as long, her mother has seemed
anxious to keep Emily away from the water. But when Mom finally agrees to let her
take swimming lessons, Emily makes a startling discovery — about her own
identity, the mysterious father she’s never met, and the thrilling possibilities and
perils shimmering deep below the water’s surface. With a sure sense of suspense
and richly imaginative details, first-time author Liz Kessler lures us into a glorious
undersea world where mermaids study shipwrecks at school and Neptune rules
with an iron trident — an enchanting fantasy about family secrets, loyal friendship,
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and the convention-defying power of love.

CRUSADE: The Cursed Ones
"Dark and compelling, Gideon's novel will appeal to those who enjoy the vampire
novels of Anne Rice." --Library Journal "A colorful and hauntingly beautiful tale of
otherworldly love . . . destined to become a classic!"--Affaire de Coeur "Incredible,
spellbinding reading!" --Rendezvous Hunt or be hunted . . . A centuries old
obsession stalks a noble family fighting to hide their dark secret from an everchanging world. Sink your teeth into Nancy Gideon's Touched by Midnight series. A
DARK CURSE Miss Arabella Howland is content to forgo the London marriage mill to
assist her father in his research, especially when it comes to his intriguing patient,
Louis Radman. But it's not long before Bella's curiosity alerts her to the danger of
her father's work . . . and to the fact that Louis is not who or what he seems. A
BRIGHT PROMISE After centuries struggling with his vile existence, Louis Radman
will soon be free of his affliction, thanks to his very capable physician.
Unfortunately, his heart is less secure around the man's tempting daughter. His
yearning to walk in the light once more is complicated by his desire for the
delightful Bella, who is as intelligent as she is fearless. But if history has taught him
anything, it's not to tempt fate. AN UNFORGIVING PAST Still, happiness has a price
and Louis is soon reminded that mortality comes with unfortunate limitations. To
protect his new bride, he must face the demons from his past who wish to pull him
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back into their vampiric fold. Yet, if he's forced to return to his midnight world, will
he lose his beloved Bella forever? Nancy Gideon is the award-winning author of
over 55 novels ranging from historical and contemporary suspense to paranormal,
including her "Touched by Midnight" vampire romance series, with a couple of
horror screenplays thrown into the mix. When not at the keyboard or working full
time as a legal assistant, she can be found feeding her addictions for Netflix and all
things fur, feather and fin in Southwestern Michigan. For more on Nancy visit
http://nancygideon.com and http://nancygideon.blogspot.com

Troubled Waters
Gathers poems by Amy Lowell, Sara Teasdale, H.D., Marianne Moore, Louise
Bogan, Kay Boyle, Maxine Kumin, Anne Sexton, Tess Gallagher, Nikki Giovanni, and
Ntozake Shange
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